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Welcome  
To the next edition of our What’s Happening At Wecon Services “WHAWS” news-
letter. We have had a pretty busy summer, not only with all the work that We-
con Services has been doing but in addition to our annual BBQ, we held our first 
ever Wecon Services Golf Tournament.     

What’s Happening At Wecon Services        
The annual BBQ was successful again this year. 
If you didn’t have an opportunity to come out 
and enjoy some great food with friends we hope 
you will consider doing so next year.  
Our first ever golf tournament was a huge suc-
cess.  Everyone who came out enjoyed some of 
the finest weather this summer, great Gifts, 
first-rate food, excellent golf and just an     

     overall great time was enjoyed by all. With the great success we have  
     decided to make this an annual event and expect next year to be even  
     better. If you are not already on the golfers list make sure you contact us  
     to add your name to next years list.             

A major Automotive manufacturer has asked us to rework their pick tower 
and storage racks to suit a new and improved product flow 
An industry leader in the manufacturing sector has had us get started on re-
furbishing some existing equipment. This is so when they move to their new 
facility all the equipment can be put into production quickly. 
The manufacturing stage has begun for a 60 lane automatic sorter to assist 
a clothing wholesaler with their huge increase in volumes 
Keeping all the institutional linens neat and clean is not an easy task but 
with the help of some newly installed slider bed units the throughput of the 
system can keep up to the new  requirements    
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Parcel sorting will be even easier as the newly designed sorting system is   
     being set up in our testing facility. The customer loves the fact that all the  
     bugs get worked out long before the new system even hits their floor,  
     making start up almost instant for them 

Its great when years after we install a material handling system we find out 
our customer has to move to a larger facility to keep up to the volume. Be-
cause of the modular design we were able to reuse all of the existing equip-
ment for a electronics manufacturer 
The coffee business is not getting any slower and with the help of some 
newly installed material handling equipment a whole new automatic case 
packing system is pumping out enough product for the new demand 
The installation phase has now begun for a new automatic palletizing sys-
tem. This system will take newly produced material directly to an automatic 
palletizer. When the product is fully palletized it will be fed directly to auto-
matic strapping and wrapping stations, all without being touched 
Spring manufactures are now using a material handling system that we 
were able to provide from almost all used equipment, the cost savings made 
the decision to invest in additional equipment and easy one 
Commercial brake manufacturers have got new parts installed on some 
older equipment bringing the equipment back up to a level that will help 
them continue to produce all their components through the upcoming busy 
season 
Some local retailers are adding some new equipment to their store front ar-
eas. Keep your eyes open if you see new conveyor in check out or returns 
areas, we may have supplied it to your local retailer 
Our service personnel have all been very busy keeping our dedicated cus-
tomers happy with the condition of our past installations. With the Christmas 
season right around the corner, this might be a great time to have one of our 
service technicians perform a PM on your equipment, call in and ask for de-
tails  

TRANSPORTATI ON CONVEYOR  
Transportation conveyor is basically any conveyor that will allow product to be 
transported or moved on it.  

There are many types, styles and sizes of transportation conveyor ranging from 
gravity fed to powered (live roller) to belt conveyor to pallet conveyor, all of 
these have specific features and as with any conveyor equipment must be ap-
plied properly to satisfy any system requirements. Most of these popular styles 
are available from about 12” wide to 36” wide (24” to 60” for pallet handling) as 
standards with special sizes available.   
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Gravity Fed 
The least expensive of any transportation conveyor, along with being the least 
expensive it is also the style with the least capabilities.  

Gravity transportation is nothing more that a section of gravity conveyor (non-
motorized roller or wheel) that is set on a horizontal plane allowing product to 
be manually transported (or pushed) when required. This product may be in-
stalled with or without a set amount of pitch allowing gravity to force the prod-
uct to flow to one end of the unit. For mixed product sizes and weights or longer 
runs of conveyor this style is not recommended without a full understanding of 
its capabilities and limitations.  

Live Roller Conveyor 
Live roller conveyors are powered (or motorized) wheel or roller types that allow 
product to be transported by a motor driven unit. These types are generally 
used for nothing more than “transporting” or moving of a product from one point 
to another. Straight running as well as curved sections are available. Generally 
these styles will be used for horizontal applications only. All live roller applica-
tions require some form engineering to ensure they will meet your requirements  

Belt Conveyor 
A very popular style of transportation conveyor, mid range priced with some 
major qualities and capabilities.  

Belt conveyor is a motorized conveyor that has the ability to drive product from 
one point to the next with a positive delivery. This style is excellent for a wide 
variety of products as it has almost no minimum size requirements. It is avail-
able in a wide range of belt types and sizes and is almost mandatory for any 
change in elevations required. All belt conveyor applications require some form 
engineering to ensure they will meet your requirements  

Pallet Conveyor 
These types of conveyors are dedicated 
to handling pallets and are generally 
rated for larger or heavier loads of 
products. Gravity fed (manual) right up 
to Pallet Indexing (automatic) units are 
available upon request. These styles are 
available in both roller as well as chain 
models. All pallet conveyor applications 
require some form engineering to en-
sure they will meet your requirements   
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Next Issue   
More on Picking The Right 
Conveyor Equipment  
We began our review of the most basic 
types of conveyors beginning with an 
overview of Gravity Wheel and Roller 
conveyors, then on to Transportation 
Conveyors.   
Next issue we focus our review on  
Accumulation Conveyors 
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